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Frozen Atlantis

Frozen Atlantis is a project pushing the
boundaries of academic storytelling. Our focus
lies on the myths and stories behind the
landscapes of Sweden. Setting out to places in
rapid change, we shape visual ways to
emotionally engage a wider public with
environments and stories that are losing their
ground.

The Power of Stories

Humans are the animals that tell stories. Stories define our place in the world, our narratives of
who we are and who we have been. For ages, the stories we tell have been our means to
connect with the world around us.

Bernhard Schirg and Lars Larsson during a filming session at the "Stone in the Green Valley"

Olof Rudbeck presenting Atlantis in Sweden (1679)
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The Workshop

Join our workshop in the vibrant surrounding of Gothenburg's creative scene! In a two-day-event,
Team Frozen Atlantis presents the prototype of the Storyverse, a browser-based 3D Interface to
explore a universe filled with stories told in transmedial ways.

You will be part of an audience of academics, developers, storytellers, videographers, and
artists who will all take an active role in this workshop.

• contribute: we are looking forward to your perspectives and the horizons you open up for the
next stages of development!

• meet team Frozen Atlantis in a state of the art venue and enjoy visual and artistic
presentations that engage with the latest of equipment

• creating beats debating: allowing our skills to pool organically, together we engage in
sprints of conceptualising and developing

• meet your allies: together we shape the future of visual storytelling and new projects

Development of the "Storyverse" - our 3D interface into the stories behind Rudbeck’s Sweden
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Rethinking academic output

As academics in the 21st century, we are challenged to radically rethink the language and
formats in which we present our research. Team Frozen Atlantis faces these challenges,
pioneering in the use of alternative media formats – illustrated essays, film, theatre, or art
performances.

At the heart of our efforts is 'The Storyverse' – an intuitive way to explore stories behind
landscapes told through video-episodes, photography, prose, poetry, art, and sound.

Winter expedition 2022 into Rudbeck’s historic landscape panoramas

Research in the Royal Swedish Library

Thomas von Wachenfeldt:
Producing our soundtrack - on site

Summer expedition 2022 on Ljusnan, Rudbeck’s river of paradise

Martin Olson producing
visual material
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The Team

Blurring the boundaries between researchers and creatives, we shape prototypes of what
academic storytelling and public-oriented research can look like in 21st-century humanities.

For this, we bring togethers authors and screenwriters, videographers, graphic designers,
composers, 3D-artists, IT developers – a team suited to face the challenge of producing media
formats that meet our audience where it stands.

DR. BERNHARD SCHIRG

LARS LARSSON

CHRISTIAN WOHLERT

YLVA GRUEN

THEO ROSEN

NOLWENN LECOMPTE

AMY LEE

LUTZ LINDEMANN

MARTIN OLSON

TOBIAS WÜSTEFELD

DARREN HAMLIN

DR. THOMAS VON WACHENFELDT

MARTIN JOHANSSON

KAJA WILHELM

PROJECT LEADER

MOUNTAIN LEADER AND
GEOMEDIA PROFESSIONAL

3D DEVELOPMENT / CODING

VOICE ACTING

VIDEO PRODUCTION

CHOREOGRAPHY AND
PROOFREADING

PROOFREADIING

ART DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR OF VIDEOGRAPHY

ILLUSTRATION + VR

PHOTO PRODUCTION

MUSIC PRODUCTION

THEATER AND DRAMATURGY

DESIGN
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Schedule

Our workshop officially begins on Friday, 20th January 2023, at the VISUAL ARENA
Address: Lindholmspiren 3, 417 56 Gothenburg

Please note that this schedule is preliminary. For the latest updates please visit our conference
website (online in 2023) on frozen-atlantis.com/gothenburg.

Bernhard and Lutz will already be around in Gothenburg and at Visual Arena on Wednesday
afternoon. Those of you who arrive early and would like to meet later on Thursday evening,
please be our guest at an informal reception at the Frozen Atlantis Headquarters near Vega
Bryggeri (we will post further details on the conference homepage).

THURSDAY

FRI SAT9:30h
Opening of the Workshop
Morning Session: Introducing the Host
and the Projects

10:00h
Meeting at Visual Arena
>>> Sketching the Horizon

12:30h
Lunch

13:30h
Light Lunch

16:00h
Wrapping up and goodbye over coffee

19:00h
Informal dinner with our guests who
are still around (on a self-paid basis)

14:00h
Time to workshop!
>>> Fluid formats to exchange ideas and inspire

18:00h
Open Screen, Artistic Performances,
Dinner / Catering
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TRAVEL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATLANTIS

We are looking forward to meeting all of you in Gothenburg and to make the event an
inspirational start of 2023.

We are happy that through the generous sponsor of our workshop – the Volkswagen Foundation
whose Freigeist programme funds our project – we are in a position to offer substantial
contributions to the travel expenses of our participants. As these funds are administered
through a public university (Hamburg), please be aware of the following guidelines to ensure
smooth reimbursement:

1. Booking: Please book your accommodation and travel arrangements on your own and in
advance. We suggest that you do so early to keep costs low.

2. Accomodation: We can offer contributors a reimbursement of accomodation costs for max.
three nights and up to a max. sum of 400 EUR. We have a few recommendations for you if you
need advice. We have read great things about https://www.hotelflora.se/ and are securing a
discount for Frozen Atlantis Workshop - please get in touch.

3. Travelling: We can reimburse your travel costs (return train ticket or air fare, ONLY second
class or economy class) up to a total sum of 200 EUR for guests from Sweden, 250 EUR for
guests from Hamburg, and 350 EUR for arrivals from EU countries. Please use public transport
in Gothenburg as taxi rides can not be covered.

4. Reimbursement: Make sure that you keep receipts of all your expenses. We will provide you
with the form, contacts, and information on how to carry out the process.

5. Support: Please don't hesitate to ask us for help if you are unsure about how to book or how
to reimburse!

6. Be up-to-date: For the latest information we have set up a workshop website for the event. It
will be accessible when frozen-atlantis.com goes online in the coming weeks.
frozen-atlantis.com/gothenburg

Visual Arena, Gothenburg



See you in January

We are looking forward to meeting you at our workshop in Gothenburg!

If you want to participate or have any further questions please get in touch:

gothenburg@frozen-atlantis.com
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